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ANNOTATION 

This article describes the process of rulemaking and legal classification of the rolan the experiment 

in the light of national and international experience. The article for conclusions and 

recommendations set out the legal experiment. The article also gives an idea of the relative 

proportions of the legal and regulatory sandbox experiment. Foreign experience on the concepts 

highway has also been studied. 
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Legal in the usa and the countries of the european union experiment "skilled-experimental 

legislation" or "law of nac pilot've called being applied in many areas, "evidence-based've nac law" 

(evidence-based lawmaking)is regarded as the main component[1]. S. Ranchordasning opinion, the 

legal experiment "evidence-based law making my" is regarded as a key part of. 

The experiment is often legal, social, legal or economic problems of the duration or complexity of 

uncertainty that may be associated with the consequences ofthe world to resolve the situation with 

the description is based with the passage of time are accepted. In the case of having little information 

about this type of situation, the temporary legislative measures to solve the problem promptly 

without having to put the entire population at risk and at the same time providing a safe option that 

can be can be returned easily. The experiment changing legal problems, the situation is dramatically 

with a description of uncertainty and environmental, social and economic development to adapt to 

necessary to configure provides. 

The legal experiment "function to create data" performs experimental evidence on the application of 

the law because this law allows the applicant to collect. The applicant for this law of new legal 

normsand analysis of the data obtained gives additional time for check before they spread across the 

whole country. In germany, legal experiment and data collection and data arising from the law due to 

the lack of information about the effects of assimmetriyasi (the forecast) is described as a tool to 

solve problems [2]. 

The legal experiment the main objective of "certain measures specific goals efficiently and quickly 

reflected in the study or to take to achieve" [3]. Nevertheless, this can serve others and find the end 

of data collection itself. Thus, these norms of creativity that the legalisticmethod can maintain the 

rule of law or society or their effects that arise due because of the lack of information on changes that 

contradict each other normscan be used in searching information on the world. Incoming supporters 

of the new law have a positive impact on the effectiveness of the legal evidence of the law 

experiment and brings in receiving it assures the opponents. 1975 france adopted Amethodology 

borttheatre, social and political consensus avoid getting access to collect additional data from 

legislation represents the experimental [4]. 
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The law "(always) that is associated with the fate of man," an experience out of the law because the 

law can be regarded as as a result of which received effects or negative effects that may come out full 

of not to know [5]. In addition, law and regulation in a changing world of complex partial 

information a description of the process of creating a cognitive shift, which is associated with 

unconditional law. On the one hand, believers out of the law in this new and complex social, 

technological or economic problems are faced every day information on assimetriyalariga [6].  

On the other hand, they have the most effective tools of influencing legislative information on the 

previous ones they do not. Out of the law that believers are only those who try to predict how the 

laws would be most effective they can, but as mentioned in the literature, there is evidence of this 

prophecy believers out of the law - and based on facts specific to the legitimacy of theop, which tend 

to be decisions that will be roq should provide this statement came from the political and often 

without the abstract theory are rejected. In addition, negative cognitive understanding through the 

adoption of new legal rules for a limited period of time and new yesl can be. Inside a scale we have, 

and monitor the effects of the implementation of them and learn from them [7]. 

Legal evidence of the legislative process in the experiment of the experiment which takes into 

account the knowledgeto clear the way iterativ's changing, other evidence-based legislation in the 

next legislative stage in the use of improvement tools can help. 

In many foreign countries in the field of digital technologies "Regulatory Sandbox" have been 

carried out on the mechanism of the many legal experiment [8]. Initially, in the year 2016 in the UK, 

and later the united states, australia, singapore, UAE, china (hong kong), malaysia, thailand, 

Indonesia, Bahrain, Switzerland, and was successfully applied in Canada.  

Twipe the sand into the (regulatory sandbox) – bit special for innovative projects eksperimental the 

legal regime. "Twipe the sand into the" usto new innovasiyalar some that hinder the development of 

legal normsfrom the disclaimeraccounted gives [9]. 

In Great Britain the "edit the sand" (regulatory sandbox) test passed after many research works 

carried out as a result of research scientists and the regulation of sand (regulatory sandbox), and 

"smart regulation" came to the conclusion that the method is a part of. The university of New South 

Wales, Australia university of Lyuksemburg these terms and legal, will be adopted by researchers of 

the faculty of economy and finance, european bank research institute in conjunction with the article 

they prepared, then summarize the various approaches of regulation that are currently available, 

getildi[10]. 

Currently on a permanent basis, production, communication and soddalashtiring the daily life of the 

peopleis the focus of the new-from new technologies and services emerge. At the same time, ijodkori 

right technology forthe country's development always left behindinfuse the likelihood of work 

remains high, and therefore tehnolon the news for years, sometimes from the field of legal regulation 

"outside” lives and develops. 

Regulatory sandbox through special conditions-conditionsas a result of the creation of the world are 

dealing with new products and services to manufacturing companies as well as government bodies , 

representatives of the current legislation in them without breaking these updates and they can try 

later, you'reat if the test is successful the market with them to kiriladi. 

Regulatory sandbox mechanism is used in many foreign countries. First time boxes of sand 

(sandbox) in the year 2016 the pile created in britain. Later trubbed into sand (sandbox) USA, 

Australia, Singapore, UAE, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Bahrain, Canada, Switzerland and 

countries like was carried out successfully [11]. 

Of any decision of effective solutions for digital "twipe the sand into the" mechanism is common in 
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the field of it. "Sandbox "used to work with computer viruses, the program to run in protected shell 

allows this t i.e.rubbed into sand (sandbox) is called. 

Many antivirus software developers in their product "twipe into sand”from usersto active use as a 

means to protect from unknown threats still will. For example, kaspersky lab products in its "secure 

environment" using technology, this esa suspicious programs allows it to operate in the sand box. 

Developing countries in many areas, especially in financial technology in the industry, it can dissolve 

very quickly, the financial markets have changed, new technologies, and e, and advanced dental for 

the implementation of projects of normative-legal base of the development of the “regulation onwork 

sand" mode mashhurlikka ewas browsing. This mode is great britain 's financial technology appeared 

in the environment, but already in other areas too not to spread. For example, singaporeat them in the 

field of energy widely used. 

Initially, regulatory sandbox only tibb off and pharmaceutical activities, transport, drone, including 

transport means elektron distance education and educational technology, financial markets, distance 

trade, industry, construction, utilities and state support was estimated. But later "twipe the sand into 

the"decided to not stopping a list of application areas. 

The main problem for tech news regulyator, especially for the problems that appear frequently in the 

digital economy eng suitable legal eksperiment is to determine the shape and design. Digital 

technological innovationproducts for the legal experimentthe main characteristic of this offer 

innovative efficiency not sure if it is on, try as much as possible within a limited time frame needed 

to perform there. Traditional circumstances, at all levels of government experiment and the powers 

necessary to conduct the debate in the time of euntil it reached a more mature level of technology 

and the same time [12]. Legal eksperiment mode to economy and society in a particular innovation's 

various risk there is. 

Apparently, technological innovation mode “regulation sand work" legal mechanism eksperiment 

eng considered to be acceptable tool to'G'settings. 

Innovasiyalar for regulating digital regulatory sandbox following the basic principles ko'rasatib 

switch you can: 

1. "Twipe tarsand work" within the framework of out carried proscces of transparency; 

2. Procces of integrity, that is, all legal eksperiment just in it for the created "“regulated tarsand 

work" " within the transfer; 

3. Regulatory sandbox the participants of equality-that is, participationun reasonable chilar the 

benefits and restrictionsof the way to; 

4. Monitoring and evaluation- "regulatory sandbox" participants by reports continuous basis 

provided eteeth provide. 

A summary of the ideas listed above innovasiyalar digital the developmentof legal browsing the 

experiment used inthe world allow you to establish the basic form ofaDi. Directed to a particular 

technology as a means to optimize the editing environment "regulated material sanda grain of" 

mechanism economic area,which appear at digital innovativeproducts for the short-term cycle in this 

rapidly changing eng convenient eksperimental legal mechanism to be considered in theDi [13]. 

Digital development from the perspective of developed countries and editing the active use of 

experience from this mechanism thanked them deeply preliminary results are summed. We, " 

regulatory sandbox "in order smart" (smart regulation)is part of a legal tool for the application of the 

method of the experiment, you can look it particular as a mechanism for implementation. The 

articleat "regulatory sandbox " think about the concept of understanding the purpose, legal and 
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communication in the legal regulation of the coverage is from ahmiyat experiment with it was.  
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